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FINITE JUMPS IN MILNOR NUMBER IMPLY VANISHING FOLDS

DONAL B. O'SHEA1

Abstract. Let {Xr} be a family of isolated hypcrsurface singularities in which the

Milnor number is not constant. It is proved that there must be a vanishing fold

centered at any ; = fu at which the Milnor number of the X, changes discontinu-

ously. This is much stronger than the condition that the Whitney conditions fail.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to establish a useful result concerning

the geometric behaviour of families of complex hypersurfaces with an isolated

singularity in which the Milnor number is not constant. After establishing more

notation we state and prove our result. We close with a number of remarks which

the reader may wish to peruse before examining the details of the proof.

2. The main result. Let h: C — C be a polynomial with an isolated singularity at

the origin 0 and suppose that /¡(0) = 0. We will assume throughout that n > 2. We

let n(h) denote the Milnor number of h at the origin (see [6,§6]). If R and <5 are

positive real numbers, set BR = {x G C: | x \< R}. SR = {x G C": |x|= R} and

Ds = {: G C: | z|< 6}. For fixed z G C we write Sr4\h'\z) if SR n h\z) contains

no singular points of h and if the manifold consisting of the smooth points of /¡~'(z)

intersects SR transversally.

Let r:  C" — R+   be  the usual  squared  distance function r(x) —\ x \   —\ x

+ ■ ■ ■ +| xn p where x = (x,.xn). A point p G /r'(O) is said to be a kink of

h'\0) up is not a singular point of h and if p is a critical point of r restricted to the

manifold of smooth points of A"'(O). Set dh(p) = (9/i/öjc,,. .. ,dh/dxn) \x^ . An

easy computation shows that a nonsingular p G h~\0) is a kink if and only if

dh(p) = kp for some k G C — {0} (here, and in what follows, an overbar denotes

complex conjugation). Notice that this means that the set {x G C": x is a kink or a

singular point of h~\0)} can be defined by polynomial equations in x and x and is

thus a real algebraic subset of C.

We suppose henceforth that/(x, /) is a polynomial in x = (xt,.. .,xn) G C" with

coefficients that are real analytic complex-valued functions in / G [0,1]. For fixed

/ G [0,1] write f,(x) = f(x, t). We suppose further that, for every t G [0,1], /,(0) = 0

and 0 is an isolated critical point of/,.

Let a: [0, e] - C X [0,1] be a real analytic path o(s) - (x(s), t(s)) such that:

(1)0(0) = (0,0).
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(2)|x(s)|> Oand | t(s) |> 0 for ail 0 <j< e, and

(3)f(x(s), t(s)) = 0 for ail 0 =s s *s e.

Then a is said to be a nontrivial critical arc (centered at t — 0) of the family {/,~'(0)}

if x(s) is a singularity of fjMO) for every .ç G [0. ej. The path a will be called a

vanishing fold (centered at t = 0) of {/,"'(0)} if x(i) is a kink of f,[s\(0) for every

5 G (0, ej.

Theorem. Let f(x, t) be as above and let {/,~'(0)} be the corresponding family of

hypersurfaces. Let n, be the Milnor number off at the origin and suppose that /x, = p is

constant for 0 < / « 1 and that ju0 > ju. Then, either the family {/"'(0)} admits a

nontrivial critical arc centered at t = 0 or it has a vanishing fold centered at t = 0.

Proof. Suppose that {/"'(0)} has no nontrivial critical arc centered at t = 0. We

shall show that there is a vanishing fold centered at t = 0. Choose R > 0 such that /0

has no singular points in BR - {0} and SR./f\fo~\0) for all 0 < R' « R (see [6, §2]).

Using the continuity of | df(x) | on SR, choose 0 < t « Ä such that S^/h/,-1^) and

the sets SR and /,"'(0) n (BR — {0}) contain no singular points of /, for every

0 ^ t < t. Finally, choose 5 > 0 such that f,~\z)^SR for all 0 < t « t and all

z S Ds= {z G C: |z|<5}.

Let 2 = {(x, t) G BR X [0, t]: df(x) = 0}. It is easy to see that the set 2 is real

analytic with real dimension equal to one and consists of the line {0} X [0, t]

together with finitely many one-dimensional arcs meeting {0} X [0, t] only at (0,0).

Let H: C" X [0,1] - C X [0,1] be the map defined by H(x, t) = (f,(x), t). Set

A = H(1) r\(DsX [0, t]) and A' = (Ds X [0. t]) - A. The set A is connected.

Using an argument similar to Ehresmann [4] we find that the restriction of H to

BR X [0, t] n //"'(A'') is the projection map of a smooth fibration with base space

A. We conclude that the manifolds/,~'(z) n BR are diffeomorphic for (z, t) G A.

When z G Ds - {0} the manifold (with boundary)/0"'(z) D BR has the homotopy

type of a bouquet of n0 real (n — l)-dimensional spheres [6,§§6-7] and, hence, so

does f,'\z) n BR for every (z, /) G Af. However (using the results of [6,§§6-7]

again), we can choose R(t) where 0 < R(t) < R and S(t) where 0 < 5(0 =s 5 such

that/,"'(z) n BRO) is a smooth manifold with the homotopy type of u < ¡i0 spheres

whenever (z, /) G (DS{1) - {0}) X (0,t]. For fixed / G (0,t] we can, upon shrinking

S(t) if necessary, assume that/,"'(£>S(I) — {0}) n BR contains no critical points of/,.

Suppose (z, 0 G (DS{t) - {0}) X (0, t] and let r:J: f~\z) 11 BR - [0, Ä] be the

restriction of r: x -*\x\2 to /,~'(z) D BR. Since /,"'(r) n 5^ and f,~\z) n ÄR(I)

have different homotopy types, r., must have a critical point in/,"'(z) n (BR — 5fi(0)

(see, for example, [7,Theorem 3.1]). We claim that /,~'(0) has a kink for each

0 < I < t. To see this, note that iff,(x) — z is such that $(•*) i* 0 then x is a critical

point of r., if and only if df(x) = kx for some k G C — {0}. Thus, for each / the set

A, = {x E BR: x is a critical point of r., or/,} is (the restriction of) a real algebraic

subset of C". Since real algebraic sets are closed and since A, n (BR — BRu))

contains points arbitrarily close to/"'(0) n (BR — BR(I)) there exists a point x, G A,

n/,"'(0) for which R(t) <|jcf|< JR. Moreover, by assumption x, is not a critical

point of/, and so x, must be a critical point of r0,. That is, x, is a kink of/,"'(0).
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Now observe that we can choose the kinks x, of/,~'(0) so that x, tends to the

origin as / tends to 0. This is clear because we can repeat the entire argument above

with smaller and smaller choices of R. The set A = {(x, t) G (BR — {0}) X [0, tJ:

f,(x) = 0 and df,(x) = kx for some k G C} is clearly real analytic. It consists

entirely of kinks (because we are assuming that there is no nontrivial critical arc) and

contains points arbitrarily close to (0,0). Applying the curve selection lemma [3]

gives us a vanishing fold. This establishes the theorem.

3. Remarks. (1) The theorem (and proof) still hold if each of the/, are analytic

functions of x,,... ,xn. One may also take / to be complex.

(2) Let {/,~'(0)} be as in the statement of the theorem. If we replace the

assumption that p0 > ¡i by the assumption that n0 = ju, then the easy part of the

proof of the Lê-Ramanujam theorem [5] shows that "no vanishing folds implies

constant topological type". It is an open question as to whether there exist /u-con-

stant families which have a vanishing fold.

(3) The intuitive content of the above theorem is that a jump in the Milnor

number can be detected purely geometrically (that is, from an examination of the

varieties {/"'(0)} as t — 0).

(4) The condition that / have an isolated singularity for all t is crucial. For

example, let /,(x, y) = (x + ty)(x — ty). There is no vanishing fold or nontrivial

critical arc centered at t — 0. Yet, the singularity of /, at the origin is not even

reduced.

(5) The statement that a family {/,~'(0)} of isolated singularities have a vanishing

fold centered at t — 0 is much stronger than the statement that the pair of strata

(/~'(0) — {/-axis}, {i-axis}) satisfy the Whitney conditions at (0,0). For example, it

is easy to check that a quasihomogeneous polynomial cannot have a kink. Hence,

any family of isolated singularities of quasihomogeneous polynomials cannot have a

vanishing fold. However, Briançon and Speder [1] have given examples of such

families which do not satisfy the Whitney conditions. An interesting application of

the theorem of §2 can be made in this context. In the case of the Briançon-Speder

families, a generic hyperplane section cuts out a family of curves which satisfies the

conditions of our theorem. We can, therefore, find a vanishing fold in this family of

curves. Considering the vanishing folds as an analytic path in the original family of

surfaces gives a path along which the limit condition involved in Whitney condition

b is violated. I do not know whether this phenomenon (that is. vanishing folds in

hyperplane sections give Whitney faults in the original family) holds in general. If it

did, and I suspect that it does, our theorem would yield a simple proof of Briançon

and Speder's result [2] that "Whitney conditions imply ¡ti* constant". (For a

definition of ju* see [9].)

(6) The notion of a kink is highly dependent on the choice of coordinates. Hence,

it seems unlikely (but, it is by no means certain) that the existence of vanishing folds

is independent of the coordinate choice. (See [8].)

(7) The theorem and proof in §2 continue to hold if we replace r: C" — R+ in the

definition of kink and vanishing fold by a squared distance function with respect to

any affine metric on C".
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(8) A somewhat more detailed version of this paper is available from the author

upon request.
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